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Abstract
Photovoltaic and wind systems have been used for a few years to bring a new power
supply to many applications, while preserving the environment. This chapter is interested
in this work at low and medium power, a few 100 W, for applications to housing and
buildings. The works consider a system in which the various sources of renewable ener-
gies are connected to each other in a parallel structure which supposes the use of special-
ized converters accepting at the input voltages of the order of a few tens of volts, and
giving out several hundred of volts. The DC-DC converters with magnetic coupling will
be analyzed more particularly to show the technological limits. In particular, the influence
of the magnetic circuit and the leakage flows will be studied in more detail.
Keywords: renewable energy systems, DC-DC converter, voltage step-up, coupled
conductor
1. Introduction
Optimizing the use of renewable sources for the production of electrical energy is one of the
possible answers that can be useful for saving exhaustible fossil energy resources. Neverthe-
less, the use of renewable energies induces the development of new utilities and even architec-
tures and systems. The management and optimization of the conversion and distribution of
electrical energy produced from several different renewable energy sources is a challenge for
stable, sustainable energy production systems that are isolated, autonomous and stable. The
choice of a high-voltage direct current bus (HVDC bus) for the distribution of energy in the
energy production chain can be considered as part of an efficiency improvement strategy [1–3].
TheHVDC bus has the advantage of using smaller cross sections of cables than those traditionally
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used in AC networks, allowing a reduction in the costs of transport and distribution of electric-
ity. In addition, the HVDC bus is more secure against any fraud of diversion of the produced
electricity and provides a global distribution with more security. The distributed, autonomous
or interconnected production units corresponding to the energy production systems consid-
ered here are generally characterized by a large input current and a low input voltage associ-
ated with a high output voltage. This HVDC bus architecture imposes a two-wire topology for
the power conversion system connected to an AC distribution network. In this architecture, the
distributed power is connected to an alternating current network by means of an intermediate
HVDC bus. The DC-DC converters with a basic voltage ratio are integrated upstream, just
behind the supply of the energy source or sensors (for example as photovoltaic panels).
Downstream of the HVDC bus is near power generation, a DC-AC inverter is inserted at the
interface to convert the HVDC to standard AC, typically according to country specific stan-
dardization, 110, 220 or 380 V. In this solution, for optimum conversion efficiency, software
drives the system assuming that tracking of the source’s maximum power point is directly
implemented in the controller of each of the individual DC-DC converters. Thus, as seen in a
renewable energy production chain, the individual DC-DC converter integrated into the
power generator is one of the most important electronic elements. This converter must take
into account a set of characteristics and technological constraints related to the power deliv-
ered by the source, whether photovoltaic or other as:
The converter must be able to convert the energy to a range of input voltages between 12 and
60 V which is the upper limit of the no-load voltage for a panel of 60 cells, knowing that in the
load the MPP is around 30 V.
The output voltage provided by the converter must be able to reach 240VDC which represents
the limit set for this first converter version. An upcoming version should be proposed to have a
voltage output of 400 VDC and several kV.
The power to be converted must be greater than 150 W, corresponding to the panels available
in the laboratory.
The performance wished is 98%. This value is obviously an average limit, as inverter manu-
facturers advertise the performance of their devices for an optimal operating point.
The converter must be remotely controlled via a fieldbus.
It must be able to stop production in the event of a fault or a special order for the safety of the
installation or for maintenance.
Of all the constraints, it is possible to select three main that motivate our work and are causing
numerous research worldwide, that is to say, excellent performance, high voltage gain and a
small volume. Other constraints are added such as thermal, mechanical, but have not been
taken into account in this work which is mainly focused on the electronic properties of the
converter [4]. It should be noted that the aforementioned constraints related to the integration
of DC-DC converters in grid-connected electrical generators are specific to the power supply
system for power from sources energy renewable.
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Nevertheless, most industrial applications require efficient DC-DC converters. As examples,
we can note the high intensity discharge ballasts for lamps used in automobile or the front
converter with two inputs (a main AC [AC] network and a battery to support DC power
supplies) to replace the common but complex emergency power supplies (UPS-uninterruptible
power supply) in the computer and telecommunications industries [5]. Nevertheless, for a
system of electricity generation from photovoltaic energy or another individual source, due to
the variable nature of the input power of the converter, and the almost constant high voltage
output hundred a set of additional features specific, necessary and are presented below.
Many works in the literature present these systems and we quote some important references
[6]. In order to overcome the drawbacks of basic converters which prove to be unsuitable for
photovoltaic energy production systems, as we have pointed out above, various authors,
taking into account the different specific constraints of this demand, present an investigation
on the many topologies of possible converters [7]. The solution considered simplest is com-
posed of several converters in cascade to obtain the desired gain [8]. Even if we do not take into
account synchronization problems inherent to active switches, this solution is not optimal from
an economic point of view and the losses by the multiplication of the components and the
overall efficiency of the converter low due to the number important components. In addition,
this solution does not meet the constraint of reduced size.
The solution considered, which will be described below, is to adjust the high voltage gain
(Step-Up), by choosing a suitable ratio of turns of a transformer or inductance coupled to an
independent converter [9]. Comparing with a base of transformer converters, a coupled induc-
tance converter in its basic configuration requires few components. Due to its less complicated
structure and the smaller, larger ripple of the primary winding current, it requires filtering of
input capacitance. This results in lower current stress and more conduction losses low. The
converters based on the coupled inductors technique allow the adjustment of the requested
voltage with respect to the input voltage by a judicious choice of the transformation ratio m
between the coils, which makes it possible to keep a cyclic ratio very near to 1/2, thus
guaranteeing an excellent internal energy transfer rate. Unfortunately, an increase in m results
in an increase in the trapped energy in the leakage inductances, and even for the low transfor-
mation ratios, the result is a degradation of the efficiency. In this converter topology, and in order
to achieve a high Step-Up gain, some authors propose efficient solutions resulting in modified
topologies obtained by increasing the complexity of the basic version in Figure 1 [10, 11].
In analyzing the performance of coupled-coupled transformers or converters, authors gener-
ally consider the coupling factor of windings to be a fixed value, theoretically equal to one. It
follows from the nonpractical validity of this hypothesis that in order to make DC-DC con-
verters effective, the current approach is often chosen, once again, to correct the defects by
adding modifications to the basic topology and adding electronic components of various pro-
tections [12]. In converters based on the transformer of Forward and the push-pull as described
[13–15], the transformer produces a lot of losses and the switches of these converters suffer
from high voltage spikes and high power dissipation caused by the leakage inductances, and
important currents.
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To avoid these disadvantages, some authors suggest the introduction of passive elements that
diode and capacitor which gives rise to many variants of Boost, Buck-Boost, with as a direct
consequence an increase in the cost due to a switch supplement of power, volume and complex-
ity [16]. For this reason and for all the aforementioned drawbacks of converter topologies, for PV
generator applications, coupled inductance converters are practical, even for transformer-based
converters, to reach the high voltage ratio and conserve a small volume. With this approach,
we complete the efficiency analysis proposed in this chapter and follow up on our previous
study of losse on the swith in the process on–off in the converter dedicated to converting energy
from photovoltaic sources. Analysis of the influence of leak inductances in the magnetic circuit
for direct magnetic coupling and limiting energy leakage by circuit recovery in the DC-DC
converter.
2. Analysis and calculation of leakage inductances
This type of calculation is difficult to carry out accurately, and only the finite element codes are
able to give an accurate result. In the vast majority of cases, however, such precision is not
useful and one can be content with an order of magnitude and sometimes even simply with a
Figure 1. Unbalanced and balanced switching converter. (a) Converter balanced of conventional, (b) converter of
equilibrium.
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sense of variation. For a transformer used with ETD ferrite core, where the best possible result
is sought, the finalization of a transformer can hardly be done until after experimentation,
rendering a “precise” calculation unattractive. It will place ourselves voluntarily in an elemen-
tary case, with the load to the reader to adapt it according to his needs. The configuration of
this work will be that of two concentric circular windings [17–19].
The principle of calculating the leakage inductances in a magnetic component comprising a
core can be explained from the section of Figure 2, corresponding to a transformer with two
concentric windings wound on the central core of a magnetic circuit with three branches and
separated by a layer of insulation.
In the hypothesis of a zero magnetizing current, the sum of the ampere-turns present in the
coils is zero. But if we choose any closed contour passing through the window, it immediately
appears that the application of Ampère’s theorem highlights the existence of a nonzero mag-
netic module excitation vector H. We can deduce that there is an electromagnetic energy stored
in the window through the relation:
WEM ¼
ððð
μ0:H
2
2
:dV (1)
This energy corresponds by definition to field lines which do not enclose the entirety of the two
coils. It is actually a leak energy to which we can associate a leakage inductance. Volume “V”
of magnetic component we have shown that the product of the areas characterized the mag-
netic component.
Whatever the form of the component, it is necessary to retain the following first approximations:
The system is observed by freezing the currents (modules I1 and I2) in the coils.
Figure 2. Cutting of a magnetic component for the calculation of leakage inductances.
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The modulus H of the magnetic excitation is null (negligible) in the nucleus and, as a corollary,
the magnetizing current is zero.
The field lines in the window are perfectly rectilinear and orthogonal to the direction of
progression of the ampere-turns, noted overall N. I.
Ampere-turns are homogeneously distributed, continuous and unobtrusive in the section of
the windings.
Case of concentric windings: According to these hypotheses, in the diagram of Figure 3. The two
coils will have the same height h (the dimension of a height and the name of the average height
of the field lines: this quantity is available for a given kernel in the manufacturer’s documen-
tation), start and end rays respectively H depends only on r and is written:
H rð Þ ¼
N:I
h
(2)
This form results from the application of the Ampère theorem, by choosing a closed contour, of
any form in the nucleus since H is zero, and closing in the window in the direction of the field
lines. At the same time, we can represent, again in the case of Figure 3, the progression of N.I
and H as a function of r:
The progression of H in the window has the same form, taking into account the expression of
H(r) and the maximum value reached which is here N1.I1 = N2.I2.
The next problem is that of volume integration. It is clear that if the component does not show
a rough symmetry of revolution, H will become a two-dimensional or even three-dimensional
function, out of the context of a given section of the component. The calculation is imaginable,
but would lead to totally unworkable analytical expressions. We are therefore forced to limit
ourselves to magnetic structures presenting a quasi-symmetry of revolution. The so-called
potted nuclei correspond relatively well to this hypothesis.
It should be noted that the principles of calculation presented here are often used in cases
where there is a clear absence of any form of symmetry of revolution (structure in E for
example). If it seems that the application of the described method gives, in these latter cases,
Figure 3. Progression of ampere-turns and H(r) in the window.
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relatively correct results, the readers must be warned of the high level of approximation which
this assumes and which is justified only by experience. Caution is therefore required [18, 19].
If we return to the hypothesis of the symmetry of revolution evoked above and always within
the framework of our example, we can then express WEM in the form:
WEM ¼
ðr01
r0
μ0:H
2 rð Þ
2
:2π:h:r:dr (3)
As mentioned above, it can be identified with the energy stored in an overall leakage induc-
tance defined, as desired, with respect to the primary or secondary winding.
WEM ¼
ðr01
r0
μ0:H
2 rð Þ
2
:2π:h:r:dr ¼
1
2
lf 12:I
2
1 ¼
1
2
lf 21:I
2
2 (4)
In the concentric windings structures, on each interval of the window, H is always propor-
tional to N1.I1 or N2.I2, depending on the chosen option. In the example of Figure 4, the H
expressions are:
To
r0 ≤ r ≤ r
0
0
r00 ≤ r ≤ r1
r1 ≤ r ≤ r
0
1
H ¼
N1:I1: r
0
0  r
 
h r00  r0
  ¼ N2:I2: r00  r
 
h r00  r0
 
H ¼
N1:I1
h
¼
N2:I2
h
H ¼
N1:I1: r
0
1  r
 
h r01  r1
  ¼ N2:I2: r01  r
 
h r01  r1
 
8>>>>><
>>>>>>:
(5)
We will then end up with general relations of the form:
Figure 4. Types with nested concentric windings.
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12
lf 12:I
2
1 ¼ π:μ0
N1:I1ð Þ
2
h
ðr01
r0
X2 rð Þ:rdr (6)
1
2
lf 21:I
2
2 ¼ π:μ0
N2:I2ð Þ
2
h
ðr01
r0
X2 rð Þ:rdr (7)
with X rð Þ ¼
h:H rð Þ
N1:I1
¼
h:H rð Þ
N2:I2
(8)
piecewise affine function from which we deduce:
lf 12 ¼ 2π:μ0
N21
h
ðr01
r0
X2 rð Þ:rdr (9)
lf 21 ¼ 2π:μ0
N22
h
ðr01
r0
X2 rð Þ:rdr (10)
At this level, one gets expressions that remain relatively heavy. A last approximation is
possible if the thickness of each winding is small in front of its mean radius. We can then
identify the surface element 2 μ.rdr at 2 μ.rBdr, where rB is the average radius of the consid-
ered winding (equivalent to an approximate integration by the method of the rectangles).
In the example studied, we obtain the following expression (case of lf 12 ):
lf 12 ¼ 2π:μ0
N21
h
r0 þ r
0
0
2
ðr00
r0
X2 rð Þdrþ
r00 þ r1
2
ðr1
r0
0
X2 rð Þdrþ
r1 þ r
0
1
2
ðr01
r1
X2 rð Þdr
2
64
3
75 (11)
with
X rð Þ ¼
r00  r
r00  r0
for the first fiddling
X rð Þ ¼ 1 for insulation
X rð Þ ¼
r01  r
r01  r1
for the second fiddling
8>>><
>>>>:
(12)
The final result will be:
lf 12 ¼ π:μ0:N
2
1
r012þ 2r
2
1  2r
0
02 r
2
0
3h
(13)
Case of lf 21:
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lf 21 ¼ π:μ0:N
2
2
r012þ 2r
2
1  2r
0
02 r
2
0
3h
(14)
It would be really interesting to compare the theory with the case which concerns us concretely
to see above.
In this instance concentric coils nested Figure 5, the method is the same as for the analysis of
concentric windings. The final result will be:
lf 12 ¼ π:μ0:N
2
1
2 r21 þ r
2
2  r
0
02 r
0
12
 
þ r022 r
2
0
12h
(15)
This simplification can be extended to any number of winding elements. In the case of the
parameters of the first and second coils, they are in fluence leakage inductance.
In the case of concentric windings nested with the four-part primary winding division,
Figure 5:
lf 12 ¼ 2π:μ0
N21
h
r0 þ r
0
0
2
ðr00
r0
X2 rð Þdrþ
r00 þ r1
2
ðr1
r0
0
X2 rð Þdrþ
8><
>:
þ
r1 þ r
0
1
2
ðr01
r1
X2 rð Þdrþ
r2 þ r
0
1
2
ðr2
r0
1
X2 rð Þdrþ
þ
r02 þ r2
2
ðr02
r2
X2 rð Þdrþ
r3 þ r
0
2
2
ðr3
r0
2
X2 rð Þdrþ
þ
r3 þ r
0
3
2
ðr03
r3
X2 rð Þdrþ
r03 þ r4
2
ðr4
r0
3
X2 rð Þdrþ
r4 þ r
0
4
2
ðr04
r4
X2 rð Þdr
9>=
>;
(16)
lf 12 ¼ π:μ0:N
2
1
2 r21 þ r
2
2 þ r
3
3 þ r
2
4  r
0
02 r
0
12 r
0
22 r
0
32
 
þ r042 r
2
0
24h
(17)
Case of superimposed windings: The physical model of this structure is obtained in the same way
as previously. The flow model inside the core and the windings is derived using Ampere’s law
and the integration show path in Figure 6a. Field strength through the core and windings is
shown in Figure 6b. The sign of the intensity of the field determines the direction flows inside
the core and the windings. This at its turn determines the flow pattern within the structure
which is illustrated in Figure 6b.
In the case of superimposed components (Figure 6a), the method is identical, but the assump-
tions are different. The leakage inductances can be estimated and the calculation of the amount
of energy stored in each of the winding can be done by shorting the secondary “mathematically.”
The Solutions of DC-DC Converters for Renewable Energy System
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The field strength with the short-circuited secondary is similar to that of Figure 6b, with the
mutual flow reduced to about 0.
Compared to the previous case, the progression of Ampere-turns is done according to the
vertical axis. H now depends only on h. The expression of WEM becomes:
Figure 5. Types with nested concentric windings (winding primary four part).
Figure 6. Case of superimposed windings.
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WEM ¼
ðhT
0
μ0:H
2 hð Þ
2
:π r002 r
2
0
 
:dh (18)
We obtain:
WEM ¼
ðhT
0
μ0:H
2 hð Þ
2
:π r002 r
2
0
 
:dh ¼
1
2
:lf 12:I
2
1 ¼
1
2
:lf 21:I
2
2 (19)
The calculation is then quite similar to the previous one, initially expressing H(h) on the
different zones.
In the concentric windings structures, on each interval of the window, H is always propor-
tional to N1I1 or N2I2, depending on the chosen option. In the example of Figure 6b, the
expressions of H are:
height h1 H ¼
N1:I1:h
h1 r00  r0
  ¼ N2:I2:h
h1 r00  r0
 
height h2 H ¼
N1:I1
r00  r0
  ¼ N2:I2
r00  r0
 
height h3 H ¼
N1:I1:h
h3 r
0
0  r0
  ¼ N2:I2:h
h3 r
0
0  r0
 
8>>>><
>>>>>:
(20)
In the example studied, we obtain the following expression (case of lf 12 ):
lf 12 ¼ π:μ0:
N21
r00  r0
 2
ðh1
0
H2 hð Þ: r002 r
2
0
 
:dhþ
ðh2
0
H2 hð Þ: r002 r
2
0
 
:dhþ
ðh3
0
H2 hð Þ: r002 r
2
0
 
:dh
9=
;
8<
:
(21)
The final result will be:
lf 12 ¼ π:μ0:N
2
1:
r00 þ r0
 
h1 þ 3h2 þ h3ð Þ
3 r00  r0
  (22)
This type of calculation, be it overlapping concentric overlapping or overlapping structures,
presents no particular difficulty but is not extremely light. We give the result for four typical
two-part superimposed overlapping windings with two-part primary winding division in
Figure 6, and superimposed overlapping windings with four-part primary winding splitting.
The method of analysis is the same as that of concentric windings. The final result will be:
lf 12 ¼ π:μ0:N
2
1:
r00 þ r0
 
h1 þ 3h2 þ h3 þ 3h4 þ h5ð Þ
12 r00  r0
  (23)
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In the case of nested concentric windings with four-part primary winding division:
lf 12 ¼ π:μ0:N21:
r00 þ r0
 
h1 þ 3h2 þ h3 þ 3h4 þ h5 þ 3h6 þ h7 þ 3h8 þ h9ð Þ
24 r00  r0
  (24)
The final comparison with the theoretical calculations will follow to confirm the veracity of the
theoretical approach with the experience of measurement.
In order to accurately predict the behavior of the converter, a preliminary measurement of the
transformer coupling coefficient is necessary. The method used to determine the inductance of
the two inductance coils consists of two sequential measurements on the basis of taking into
account the additive and subtractive contribution of the magnetic flux of the inductor wind-
ings connected in series. So, we obtained two inductor values, named respectively L12M and
L12m defined by
L12M ¼ L1 þ L2 þ 2M (25)
L12m ¼ L1 þ L2 (26)
With:
L12M: the measurement of the series inductance with the opposite direction windings.
L12m: the series measurement with the same direction windings.
Thus, it is possible to deduce the value of M representing the coupling inductance
M ¼ L12M  L12m
4
(27)
In carrying out our experiments L12M ¼ 168mH and L12m ¼ 75mH. So, we deduce the value of
M = 23.25 mH representing a coupling factor k given by the classical formula:
k ¼ Mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1:L2
p ¼ 0, 981 (28)
This high value of k corresponds to a transformer quality and allows a good performance of
the converter.
According to magnetic circuit EDT54 in the transformer (the inductance L1 ¼ 31:6mH
measured; N1 ¼ 32spires) and Eq. (24) we gave factor k calculated such that:
lf 12calculate ¼ 0, 812mH
kcaculate ≃ 0:987
It is easy to see that the total leakage inductance brought back to the primary is reduced in the
concentric coils and superimposed coils. This technique is one that is commonly used in energy
conversion in DC-DC converters to reduce the leakage inductance and thus extend the
Energy Conversion - Current Technologies and Future Trends12
bandwidth to high frequencies. In practice, we will meet from two to four interlacing, larger
numbers posing major problems of realization. It is of course also possible to reduce the
leakage inductance by decreasing the number of turns of the windings, which is possible if
the permeability of the core is increased. This generally requires the use of nickel alloys,
permalloys and derivatives or mumetal. The extra cost generated by these materials makes it
possible to justify this technique only for link transformers and for realizations the cost price of
which does not count for very little. Still for the link transformers, and in some output trans-
formers, it is possible to use multi-wire windings wound together, which further improve the
primary-secondary coupling but having the defect of a low electrical isolation. Very careful
achievements can achieve a high cut of (30–100) kHz.
3. Solution for DC-DC Flyback converter
3.1. Flyback converter with nonlinear magnetic coupling
When the switch is conducting, the energy is stored in the primary inductance as well as in the
corresponding leakage inductance. The leakage flux associated with the leakage inductance of
the primary winding is not transferred to the secondary winding, and it is therefore necessary
to manage the energy associated with this leakage flow either by dissipating it in an external
circuit (known as damping), or by recycling it. Unless this energy finds a path, it will occur at a
peak voltage across the windings that could destroy the switching circuit (see Figure 7). The
greater the leakage inductance of all transformer isolated DC-DC converters can lead to ring,
an increase in voltage constraints, and an increase in power loss, resulting in a significant
degradation of the performance of the circuit.
Figure 7 shows a practical Flyback converter modeled. The solution for the recovery circuit
consists of a fast recovering series diode in the output winding with a combination of a
Figure 7. Basic diagram of a Flyback converter with leakage inductance in the transformer.
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damping capacitor and a parallel resistor [13, 20] making load for the simulation. The current
of the primary winding of leakage inductance has a low impedance path during the conduc-
tion of M1. It can be seen that at the end of the conduction of the diode D1, the voltage across
the output filter capacitor will be at the higher potential. To check for excessive build-up
voltage across the damping capacitor a resistor is placed across. According to the equilibrium
state of this resistor is intended to dissipate the leakage flux energy.
The waveforms described above are only valid if all components are considered perfect. In fact,
one can observe an overvoltage when opening the transistor operating as a controlled switch.
This overvoltage comes from the energy stored in the leakage inductance Lf at the primary of
the transformer. The energy it contains at the time of opening of the transistor cannot be
transferred to the secondary. The evacuation of the energy stored in this parasitic inductance
will be transferred to the parasitic capacitances of the transistor and the primary of the
transformer by creating an overvoltage at the terminals of the transistor. As the primary has
an inductive impedance, the cancelation of the current passing through the switch cannot be
done under a zero voltage, so it will generate switching losses The effects damaging these
overvoltages are detrimental to the transistor and therefore require the addition of switching
assistance circuits. There is also secondary leakage inductance. This inductance will also cause
losses and decrease the energy supplied by the power supply to the load. In the case of power
supply having multiple outputs, secondary leakage inductances will create different losses on
each of the outputs.
In this case, however, the locking of the switch interrupts the current through the leakage
inductance of the transformer, and this will produce a voltage spike on the drain of MOSFET.
The inductance will then resonate with the parasitic capacitances of the circuit, producing a
high frequency high frequency wave as shown in Figures 8 and 9. On the Flyback primary, the
measured leakage inductance resonates with the primary capacitances.
Many application and design notes ignore the resonance and make the converter work without
addressing the issue. There are two problems related to resonance phenomena: first, the
voltage, when excessive on the MOSFET drain, can cause the entail breaking of the transistor,
and finally the failure of the device. Secondly, the resonance energy will be radiated and
Figure 8. Simulation of the voltages obtained on a fly-back with a non-ideal transformer. The output voltage remains
close to that on the transistor.
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conducted everywhere in the power supply, load, and electronic control system, which creates
noise problems and even random errors or failures in the logic part. Therefore, the frequency of
the resonance will appear as a peak in the IEM spectrum and will be propagated in both
“radiated” and “led” modes.
3.2. Flyback converter with recovery stage
Figure 10 shows the Flyback converter with the recovery stage (F-RS converter), the F-RS
converter scheme in Figure 10 shows the two main active inductors, L8, L9 and the two
additional leakage inductors, constituted by a diode D5 in series, and a capacitor in parallel,
Figure 9. The current passed primary and secondary transformer inductance obtained modeling modeled with leakage
inductance.
Figure 10. Model diagram for the simulation of the F-RS converter.
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inserted between the two coupled inductance coils. Finally, the principle of the F-RS converter
is based on an Flyback converter, voltage step-up base arrangement as described above, a
recovery stage, and a second output amplifier stage. This recovery step should recover all
normally lost energies in the standard basic MCB structure. This recovery step should recover
all normally lost energies in the standard basic Flyback structure. In fact, even if the energy lost
in the leakage inductances is only a small but significant percentage of the total transferred
energy, this energy must be recycled during the shutdown time when there is an increase in
efficiency overall conversion.
In this converter principle, the capacitor C is charged by the recovery energy initially stored in
the leakage inductance coil L8 via the diode D5. It remains to ensure that the recovered leakage
energy stored in the first pulse is not too large to cause a local increase of the voltage VC14,
which limits the voltage across the switch, Vds below an acceptable value.
We performed simulations of the MCB-RS converter under OrCad software. Magnetic cou-
pling was deliberately chosen at a low value (k = 0.8) for the purpose of highlighting the effect
of magnetic leakage. The transformation ratio was chosen as m = 20 in accordance with the
prototype F-RS converter developed in our laboratory and previously tested in photovoltaic
energy conversion [21]. The value of the capacitor must provide a quasi-constant value of VC14
throughout the cycle, while offering the possibility of accepting relatively fast variations of the
voltage across it. For this reason, in this simulation, the capacitor C is chosen with a low value
equal to 2 μF. Finally, to comply with a high power of the studied system, the voltage of the
bus HVDC was set at (200–400)V.
Figure 10 shows the electrical diagram, developed under OrCad, of a Flyback F-RS type
matching stage inserted between a PV and an HVDC bus. In the simulation diagram are given
the values of the parameters. To provide a means for displaying the progress when the effect of
the transformer leakage inductance to the transistor parameters M2. Furthermore, the recovery
of the stage voltage RS of this converter is also shown. It can be seen that the magnetic
coupling has deliberately been chosen at a low value (k = 0.8) that the transformation ratio is
m = 20 to comply with the PV panels for increasing the output voltage).
The results of the simulation of the different voltages in the converter, the output of VD6, on the
capacitor VC14, and on the switch Vds of the M2 in Figure 11. If these transient phenomena are
considered negligible, one can idealize these variations of the main current inside F-RS con-
verter as the linear ones. In spite of a converter considered with a low value of the coupling
coefficient, which in the general high voltage Flyback converter can also be seen in Figure 11
that the voltage is the VC14 trend across the capacitor C14 is stable throughout the cycle, a value
of approximately VC14 = 125 V. A positive consequence is that the switching voltage, Vds, does
not exceed the damage threshold value of the MOSFET IRF140 chosen for these simulations.
During the time has pulse to M2, we can observe parasitic pseudo oscillations on VD6 in
Figure 11. During the entire duration of this mode, the diode D6 is blocked and, consequently,
the secondary stage of the converter is in an open circuit state. With this time in state, at a
primary voltage corresponds a secondary voltage proportional to the transformation ratio m,
which comes into resonance due to the parasitic capacitance of D6. The influence of the
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capacitance and values of the coupling coefficient on the shape of the different converter
voltages is also highlighted in Figure 11. For the selected low value of the intermediate storage
capacity, C14 = 2 μF, associated with the small chosen value of the coupling factor k = 0.8, we
can observe during all the stopping state (time no pulse) a slight ripple of the voltage VC14
around its average value (equal to 125 V in this application). This ripple is due to the transfer of
the leakage energy during the turn-off time of the switch. On the other hand, at the beginning
of the off state mode of the switch, a transient voltage appears on Vds, followed during the
intermediate mode by a huge decrease to zero. Finally (time not pulse), the time main starts
with high frequency ripples due to resonance phenomena between the primary inductance
and the parasitic capacitances.
Now, we compare the transition from opening to closing at switching time, namely the
transition between the two modes, for the basic Flyback and the F-RS converters. We note that
during this transition in the Flyback basic system, a very high voltage pulse is applied to the
switch. Whereas, in an F-RS, this pulse is immediately transferred via the diode D5 to the
recovery capacitor once it reaches a determined threshold value as a function of the capacitor
itself, and therefore of VC14, and all other parameters system. As we can see in the above
presentation for the fixed experimental parameters selected for this simulation to explain the
different modes of the F-RS converter, all these parameters, such as component values, cyclic,
transformation ratio and coupling factor, have a huge interdependent influence on the overall
behavior of the converter.
Figure 11. Simulation of the main voltage VD6, VC14, and Vds in the F-RS.
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4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a specific analysis and calculation leakage inductor in the trans-
former of individual DC-DC magnetically coupled converters for use in a renewable energy
conversion system, including anHVDC bus converter. The DC-DC converter with a high voltage
ratio and used upstream, just behind the power source: PV, wind turbine, compressed air storage
generator. This solution makes it possible to reduce the voltage Vds applied to the MOSFET
transistor. We have shown that in an F-RS converter, even with a low value of the coupling
factor, a lower voltage is applied to the transistor which can then be selected from a family of
components having a lowmaximum voltage Vdsmax with a Rdson accordingly low. This choice
will increase the performance of the converters. In addition, the energy transfer is improved by a
better balance of the service cycle, which is an additional factor of a better efficiency.
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